
Supporting Afterschool Literacy
Professional Development, Funding, and More 

Think about something you love to do. Do you 

love to swim? Play piano or chess? Now think 

of something that you’re indifferent to or can’t 

do. That might also be swimming or playing pia-

no or chess. Would you want to teach someone 

to swim or to play piano or chess if you had no 

interest in that activity or if you had repeatedly 

had negative experiences while trying to learn? 

No, you wouldn’t. 

In the same way, people who have negative experiences 
with reading and writing are not well equipped to teach 
literacy. Even many people who like to read and write 
experienced learning to read not as something engaging 
and fun but as a chore. At least since the No Child Left 

Behind Act of 2001, school-based literacy instruction 
has increasingly emphasized skills-based preparation to 
pass standardized tests. Teachers have fewer and fewer 
opportunities to make learning engaging.
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Out-of-school-time (OST) programs, especially 
those that depend on government funding, are also 
expected to improve participants’ academic abilities. 
However, OST staff members aren’t trained to be—or 
paid as—educators. It is inappropriate to expect them 
to improve participants’ academic test scores. Young 
people need other kinds of complementary and engag-
ing experiences, besides academic preparation, to grow 
into healthy, well-rounded adults. 

Quality OST programs engage young people in 
sports, the arts, media production, cooking, garden-
ing, community service, and a host of other activities. 
Rather than imposing more school after school, OST 
programs can integrate literacy into their program ac-
tivities—just as literacy is integrated into every aspect 
of everyday life. Program activities give participants 
opportunities to put literacy, math, and science skills 
to use in authentic contexts. As Robert Halpern said, 
“afterschool programs’ philosophy, purpose, and ap-
proach to nurturing literacy has 
to be different—in some ways 
fundamentally different—from 
that found in most … schools”  
(Halpern, 2003, p. 2).

In order to guide young 
people through engaging activi-
ties as they integrate literacy into 
their programming, youth prac-
titioners must themselves have 
experienced engaging reading 
and writing activities in authentic 
contexts. But for most, their edu-
cational experiences have been of 
the lockstep, skills-based kind. 
If OST staff haven’t experienced 
reading and writing as engaging 
and pleasurable, they are no bet-
ter equipped to engage young people in reading and 
writing than a person who dislikes swimming or chess 
can teach those skills. 

Those youth practitioners, then, need professional 
development—sustained, engaging, group-based sup-
port that enables them to experience literacy as fun or 
at least as useful toward personally meaningful goals. 
Furthermore, if OST programs are to provide that 
professional development, then their funders need to 
support the work. Drawing on our experiences as edu-
cators, professional developers, and OST funders, we 
offer our suggestions about what constitutes effective 
literacy professional development and how programs 

and funders can support staff to integrate literacy into 
OST programming.

Elements of Effective Literacy 
Professional Development
Good professional development enhances the ability of 
program staff to create engaging literacy experiences 
for their young charges. Just as importantly, it enhanc-
es their own literacy abilities and their enthusiasm for 
reading and writing. It therefore must give them first-
hand experience with engaging in literacy. 

Swimming teachers who can swim smooth laps, 
piano teachers who can play favorite études, and chess 
teachers who can decide on a series of moves that will 
win a game deeply understand the experience they 
want their students to have and are enthusiastic about 
it. OST staff who want to facilitate authentic, engaging 
literacy experiences need to have similar enthusiasm. 
Maybe they loved having bedtime stories read to them 

as children. Maybe they easily get 
engaged in a good book. Maybe 
they use their literacy skills to 
follow recipes, or they keep a gar-
den log to track what made some 
tomatoes or lettuce plants grow 
better than others. If they have 
experiences like these, their pro-
fessional development can build 
on their engagement. If not, they 
first must experience literacy as 
engaging in order to be able to 
engage young people.

The Robert Bowne Founda-
tion (RBF) funded literacy devel-
opment in New York City OST 
programs from the mid-1980s to 
2015. Before either of us joined 

the foundation as staff, we were part of an RBF-spon-
sored professional development group that collabo-
rated with youth workers to develop workshops and, 
ultimately, longer-term professional development for 
OST programs. (Hill et al., 1995). The principles we 
outline below come from the work of that group and 
were refined through years of RBF practice (Youth To-
day, n.d.). 

Start Where Staff Are
To help OST staff develop their ability to lead literacy 
activities, professional developers must help them re-
flect on their own experiences with literacy, become 

If OST staff haven’t 
experienced reading and 
writing as engaging and 
pleasurable, they are no 

better equipped to engage 
young people in reading and 
writing than a person who 
dislikes swimming or chess 

can teach those skills. 
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conscious of the strategies they use to read or produce 
text, and develop awareness of their learning style.

During introductory literacy workshops, we have 
had participants reflect on their reading and writing 
history, using a prompt like this one:

Close your eyes and sift through your memories of 
learning to read and write. What comes to mind? 
Pick one memory. Where were you? Who were 
you with? What were you reading or writing? 
How did you feel? Write down some notes and 
share them with the person next to you. 

In pairs, the workshop participants then discuss 
the characteristics of their positive and negative liter-
acy experiences. This activity helps OST staff become 
conscious of how their experiences with reading and 
writing have contributed to who they are as learners. 

Next, we would help OST staff become aware of 
their own literacy strategies so they can better under-
stand how to enhance the literacy strategies of program 
participants. Even staff members who love to read and 
write aren’t usually aware of the strategies they use. 
We know this firsthand: We are both voracious read-
ers, but it took a long-term professional development 
experience to make us aware of our own reading and 
writing processes. Then we could use that awareness 
to understand learners’ strategies and build on those 
strategies to help learners grow as readers and writers. 

An activity that helps OST staff become aware of 
reading strategies is to present them with a simple il-

lustrated text written in an imaginary alphabet, with 
just a few words translated into English. Because they 
can’t read this alphabet, participants must use strate-
gies such as sight word vocabulary (the translated 
words), context (from the illustration), and language 
conventions (such as ? for a question) to read the sto-
ry. They experience what emerging readers go through 
when they read. In the process, they become aware 
that they have many strategies, in addition to phonics, 
to make meaning of a text.

The final step in beginning where professional de-
velopment participants are is to address their learning 
styles—the ways in which they approach new infor-
mation. We have often used Marcia Conner’s (2018) 
learning styles inventory, which helps participants 
discern whether they are primarily visual, auditory, or 
tactile/kinesthetic learners. OST staff who know about 
learning styles can better help young people become 
more aware of how they learn and plan activities that 
take into account the fact that different people learn 
differently. 

Teach by Modeling 
The best learning practices are “experiential, participa-
tory, and inquiry-based” (Youth Today, n. d.). OST staff 
can learn effective literacy development practices by 
engaging in those practices themselves as they investi-
gate their own questions about practice. For example, 
we have used these common reading and writing in-
structional strategies in professional development for 
OST staff:
• Journals. Staff participants can use journals to keep 

notes, try out different reading and writing activities, 
record ideas for further exploration, identify prob-
lems, reflect on their learning process, and docu-
ment how they are using what they are learning in 
their program.

• Writing groups. Participants can write during work-
shop time or share previously produced work with 
their writing group. They can talk about the finished 
product and about the process of writing. They may 
finally publish their writing for the whole group as a 
booklet or blog.

• Book clubs. When participants read the same book 
and talk about it in a small group, they are both ex-
ploring literacy together and thinking together about 
what the book says about helping young people de-
velop literacy skills. 

For more than a decade, afterschool programs 
have been under pressure to improve academic 
outcomes without adequate funding. Quality 
is getting the squeeze. Anne and other OST 
professionals examined this problem in “The 
Accordion Effect” (Fusco et al., 2013) and made 
recommendations toward better support for 
afterschool quality.

Engagement is key to literacy development—and 
to every other OST program outcome. Lena’s 
article “Transformative Work in Programs for 
Children and Youth” (Townsend, 2003) outlines 
characteristics of engaging work and suggests 
strategies OST programs can use to foster 
engagement.

Related articles
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Build a Learning Community 
The most successful professional development takes 
place over time with a consistent group of people. Par-
ticipants learn, go back to their programs to try out 
new activities, and then come back to reflect with their 
colleagues on how it went. All participants have “both 
something to teach and something to learn” (Youth 
Today, n.d.). With our professional development col-
leagues, we pulled out three principles for effective 
learning communities (Youth Today, n.d.). Facilitators 
should:
• Engage OST staff in “discussion, experimentation, 

reflection, and sharing among colleagues” (Youth 
Today, n. d.). For example, coaching circles (Brassard, 
2018; McNamara, 2002) use peer learning strategies 
to help people take concrete actions to support their 
goals in their programs. A participant brings up a 
challenge with which they are struggling. Rather 
than posing solutions, group members ask insightful 
questions to help the person who brought the chal-
lenge discover solutions. The 
person tries out one or more 
solutions in their program and 
reports back at the next session. 

• Assess and modify the profes-
sional development to meet 
participant needs. Facilitators 
should regularly get feedback 
from the learning community 
and, as necessary, change their 
approach or selection of activi-
ties.

• Build participants’ leadership skills by “helping 
them recognize what they know, providing peer net-
working opportunities, and encouraging them to 
share their learning with their program colleagues” 
(Youth Today, n.d.).

Good professional development enhances the 
quality of support OST staff provide to their young 
charges and, as importantly, improves their own litera-
cy abilities and engagement with reading and writing.

Program-Specific Technical Assistance
Professional development and technical assistance 
(TA) are complementary processes. Professional de-
velopment increases the ability of individuals to cre-
ate and build on engaging literacy experiences for 
themselves and for program participants. TA takes 
place at the organizational level to enable programs 

to give staff the support they need to create quality 
programming.

TA is designed to meet the needs of the individual 
organization. As a funder of OST programs in New 
York City, the RBF partnered with grantees to help 
them build their literacy development capacity (Hirota 
& Schwabacher, 2012). Part of that work was experi-
ential, learner-centered TA focused on programmatic 
and management topics. We identified critical ques-
tions about practice, worked with OST staff to study 
what works and what doesn’t, and shared lessons 
learned among practitioners (Lawrence, 2014). 

Most often, grantees asked for help to enhance 
their literacy offerings. Anne worked with each orga-
nization’s staff to identify the literacy activities that 
were already happening and investigate where more 
literacy development could fit in—whether the organi-
zation had a specific focus, such as community service, 
dance, or video production, or offered many kinds of 
programming. Where possible, she established long-

term learning communities to 
support staff in integrating liter-
acy with their program activities. 

Often, in the process of pro-
viding this programmatic TA, 
we learned that the organization 
needed organizational TA. An 
organization can provide quality 
programming over the long haul 
only if it is managerially and or-
ganizationally strong. Again tai-

loring the TA to the organization, we provided support 
with such management needs as strategic planning, 
board development, and financial systems and plan-
ning. 

How Funders Can Support Programs
OST staff are the experts when it comes to their partici-
pants, communities, and areas of specialty. As founda-
tion staff, we created partnerships with OST programs 
to help them build capacity in literacy development. 
We may have had expertise in literacy, but program 
staff knew the needs of their participants and organiza-
tions better than we ever could. We trusted their ex-
pertise and collaborated with them to fulfill their mis-
sion and our own. That is our first and most important 
piece of advice for funders: Trust your grantees. 

Our other advice comes from our experience as 
staff first of grantee organizations and then of a funder 
of OST literacy programming.

That is our first and most 
important piece of  
advice for funders:  
Trust your grantees. 
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Provide Comprehensive  
Long-Term Support 
Foundations typically follow one of two predominant 
funding strategies. The first is short-term support, in 
which a foundation: 
• Funds a specific activity or kind of programming for 

one to three years
• Provides limited funding for the specific activity and 

little to no overhead or general operating support
• Expects grantees to identify sources of funding to re-

place this short-term support
• Requires program evaluation and expects results 

that require ongoing professional development with-
out paying for either

The second, longer-term strategy is less common 
but more successful. A foundation using this strategy 
provides funding that:
• Lasts as long as it takes for the program to meet its 

goals, often 10 or even 20 years
• Covers the actual cost of the program, including the 

general operating support that any specific program-
ming requires

• Spares grantees the burden of juggling multiple 
funders and their requirements

• Covers any required evaluation or professional de-
velopment

Revenue for social programs comes from a lim-
ited number of places: government grants, donations, 
fees, and foundation or corporate grants. Government 
grants rarely cover the full costs of programming, 
much less the associated overhead. In addition, gov-
ernment payments are often delayed, which raises cash 
flow issues for organizations that are usually strapped 
for cash. Meanwhile, donations and fees for services 
are limited options for most OST organizations; it 
takes money to make money in those ways. 

So foundation grants are a big part of many OST 
organizations’ financial pies. When foundations com-
mit to only one to three years of funding, the organiza-
tions have to engage in continual fundraising and are 
always in danger of having less funding than they need 
to run quality programs. Organizations can provide 
quality services only when they have sufficient sup-
port guaranteed over a substantial period of time. That 
support needs to include overhead costs. OST organi-
zations can develop young people’s literacy skills only 
if they can keep the lights on and pay the rent. 

Ask Grantees for Their Budgets
Lena once had a project with 13 funders. Each funder 
required a budget describing how its grant would be 
spent. One funder provided its own budget for the proj-
ect. Lena had to figure out how to fit project costs—
for example, salaries, local travel, and supplies—into 
one cohesive budget that reflected the amounts each 
funder had approved. She often found that she had 
more money than she needed for one category—say, 
local travel—but not enough for another category—
say, materials. One funder threatened to take back 
$300 that wasn’t spent on the allotted category in the 
allotted time, even though the funding was needed in 
a different category.

A more sensible approach is to ask the grantee to 
provide its own detailed budget as part of the project pro-
posal. If the budget seems unreasonable, ask the grantee 
why it is making the requests. Encourage grantees to 
budget realistically, including a reasonable amount for 
overhead. Learn what it really takes, in terms of money, 
time, and staff, to accomplish program goals.

Another sensible strategy is to have a budget mod-
ification process that is clear to grantees and not oner-
ous. After all, it is not unusual for needs to change over 
the course of a multi-year project. 

Support Evaluation and  
Professional Development
Funders often require evaluation and professional de-
velopment but don’t pay for the time and staff those 
activities take. Many OST staff members are paid by 
the hour, so the organization would have to come up 
with money for the extra hours. For that matter, sala-
ried staff have to give up some other activity in order to 
participate in evaluation or professional development. 
In short, funders should not require what they are not 
willing to support. 

In addition to funding, foundations can themselves 
provide professional development and TA to grantees. 
At the RBF, we provided long-term professional de-
velopment and both programmatic and management 
TA. When the need was literacy development, we se-
lected professional development providers to support 
programs. For some other needs, such as manage-
ment capabilities, we funded third parties to provide 
focused TA. Just as children take years to acquire 21st 
century literacy skills, so OST organizations take years 
to build their capacity to provide high-quality literacy 
programming. To build that capacity, they need to pro-
vide their staff with sustained, interactive professional 
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development in a community of learners. Most also 
need to develop their administrative and financial sys-
tems to better support staff, participants, and families. 
If funders want the organizations they fund to succeed 
in building children’s literacy capacity, they need to 
commit to their grantees for the long haul and provide 
comprehensive support for literacy development. 
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